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Abstract
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metal were measured. The reactions investigated were the Fe54( γ,pn)Mn52m, Fe54(γ,pn)Mn52,
Fe54(γ,2n)Fe52 and Fe57(γ,p)Mn56. The manganese yields were determined by measuring the radioactive
manganese chemically separated from the target material. It was found that the total (γ,pn) yield was about 19
times greater than the (γ,2n) yield. This result is explained in terms of the lmver threshold energy of the (γ,pn)
reaction, and the energy distribution of the gamma-ray spectrum. The ratio of the formation cross sections for
Mn52 and Mn52m indicated a higher probability for the formation of the metastable state by a factor of about
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* CG.filPARATIVE YIELDS OF Fe54(:;Y,pn)11n52 AND .Fe54( /',2n)Fe52 
by 
Raymond M. Henry and Don S. Martin 
ABSTRACT 
The relative rates of formation of four photonuclear reactions produced 
by 70 Mev X-ray irradiat~~ns of iro~ metal ~ere measured. The reactio~s investi~ated ~ere the Fe ( Y,pn)J1n;;> 2m, Fe5 (''Y, pn) J1n52, Fe54( Y,2n)Fe:J2 and 
Fe57(yr,p)Mn5 • The manganese yields were determined b~ · measuring the radio-
active manganese chemically separated from the tarc;et material. It was found 
that the total ( Y,pn) yield 1vas about 19 times e;reater than the ( Y,2n) 
yield. This result is explained in terms of the lmver threshold energy of 
the ()/,pn) reaction, and the energy distributio~ of the e;amma-ray spectrum. 
The ratio of the formation cross sections for Hn.:; 2 and Mn.) 2m indicated a 
higher probability for the formation of the metastable state by a factor of 
about two. 
The yields are compared to the ~9(~n)Fl8 yield by irradiations of 
FeSiF6•6H2o. Knm-.ledge of the Fl9(Y,n)Fl1f to Nlh( Y,n) Nl3 ratios enable the 
other reaction yields to be compared to the nitrogen yield which, by 
convention, has been chosen as the standard reference. 
~This report is based on an M.S. thesis by Raymond M. Henry submitted August, 
1955 to Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. This work was done under contract 
with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Because of the availability of electron accelerAtors in recent yer1.rs 
there has been a great amount of work done on the photonuclear processes . 
The betatrons and synchrotrons, s ources of high energy photons , have become 
i mportant tools in studying the properties and nature of the nucleus. When 
a nucleus captures a hi e;h energy photon, a variety of reactions may occur. 
The nucleus can emit a photon or one or more nucleons depending upon the 
enerey of the incident photon. Some simple reactions which have been 
observed are expulsion of a neutron, a proton, two neutrons, a neutron and 
a proton or a deuteron. These reactions are symbolized (Y,n), ( r,p), ('(2n), 
('l',pn) and (1",d) respectively~ 
One model upon which the present quantit ative explanations of nuclear 
reactions are based is the statistical theory of the nucleus (1). The 
main elements are as follows: the incident particle is absorbed by the 
nucleus forming a compound nucleus, the life-time of the conpound nucleus 
is long enough for the nucleons to reach thermal equilibrium, and the 
mode of the decay of the compound nucleus is independent of the mode of 
formation. These features allow the decay process to be treated 
statist i cr-lly. The theory of the compound nucleus l-ras first proposed 
by Bohr (2). The compound nucleus formed in the photonuclear process is 
considered to decay from its excited energy level to a lower energy state 
by emission of one or more nucleons or a photon. 
An early deviation from the statistical theory was reported by O. 
Hirzel and H. Waffler (3) who were testing the theo:r;y by measuring the 
ratio of the (r,p) to (~n) yield in various isotopes. According to the 
theory the emission 'of a proton is much less likely than the emission of 
a neutron because of the potential barrier to the charge of the proton. 
They found, however , that in a number of nuclei with atomic weights of 
about 100 the (?',p) to (Y,n) ratio was 20 to 1000 times higher than 
predicted by theory. This caused some authors to suge;est an alternative 
model of the interaction (4,5). They attempted to explain the result by 
postulating a direct photoelectric process in which the photon interacts 
directly with one of the protons and gives it sufficient energy to overcome 
the barrier. Paskin (6) showed that ~t least a portion of the data of Hirzel 
and 'Vlaffler =!..S in agreement with the statistical model when the diffe.,..ence 
in threshold-values of the two reactions is t aken into consideration. 
Neve;th el ess, certain facts, such as the angular distrihution of the 
emitted particles, are better described by the direct interaction model. 
Nor does the statistical t heory account for the observation that in lov1 
enere;y ph:1tonuclear reactions, in which isomeric pair formation is 
possible, the isomer favored is the one l-rhich gives the smallest 
nuclear spin change. This contradicts the assumption that the decay 
of the compound nucleus is independent of the mode of its formation. It 
seems t hat the product nucleus is influenced by the state of the target 
nucleus. 
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Another feature to be considered is the photonuclear cross section. The 
cross section is a measure of the probability for a certain reaction to 
occur. The most extensive work has been done on the cross sections of the 
(Y,n) reactions (7, 8, 9, 10). In every case there was a sharp increase 
in the relative photon cross section for energies about 20 Mev. and then 
a sharp de~rease at higher energies. The peak, called the "resonance" 
absorption peak, decreases slowly with increased atomic weight of the 
nucleus. It is presently believed that this decrease is caused by a 
fall off in the total absorptioi1.....CrQSS section of the nucleus together 
with the competition of other reactions such as the ('Y, pn) and (7", 2n). 
A difficulty in measuring absolute cross sections is the lack of a 
variable monochromatic gamma-ray source. The gamma-rays are produced in 
the synchrotron by stopping high energy electrons in a metal target, usually 
tungsten or uranium. The beam produced, called the bremsstrahlung, has a 
spectrum of energies . The maximum out-off energy of the b remsstrahlung is 
t he energy of the electron incident to the target. Since the cro ss section 
of a photonuclear process is a functi on of energy, a measured yield gives 
the integration of the cross section over the distribution of energies in the 
spectrum. A quantity of theoretical interest is called the integrated cross 
section and is defined by the relation 
(Jint = foE}dE. 
Some work (3) has been done using the monoenergetic gamma-rays produced by 
the decay of radioactive nuclei. But these gamma-rays are limited to a few 
low energies. Another difficulty in measuring a reaction cross section is 
the possibility of measuring other reactions as well. If it is desired 
to measure the (y,n) cross section by detecting the neutrons emitted, then 
the neutrons contributed by the (?",2n) and (?",pn) reactions at higher · 
energies are detected also. This difficulty can often be overcome by 
measuring the yield of a radioactive species formed by the reaction. 
However, measurements of radioactive species entail the problems of 
absolute beta-particle counting. At higher energies the multiparticle 
reactions can also interfere by giving different isotopes of the same 
element that may be difficult to distinguish from the desired activity 
by analysis of decay curves or by other radiochemical techniques. 
The· best met hod devised so far for obtaining absolute cross sections 
is the "photon difference" method sucgested by Katz and Cameron (ll). 
They analyzed activation curves with the theoretically predi cted brem-
sstrahlung energy distribution of Schiff (12, 13). The activation curve 
was a plot of the number of reactions occurring at a certain gamma-ray 
"dose" against the gamma-ray energy. There was no rea~tion until the 
threshold energy was reached. The yield increased rapidly beyond 
threshold. Theyield curve reached an inflection point usually at an 
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energy 4 or 5 Mev's . above the thres hold and continued to rise ~ith higher 
energies, Using the theoretical gamma-ray distribution and the activation 
curve,the cross section .curve can be drawn. 
The integrated cross section for the total absorbtion of photons has 
been pr edicted by Levinger and Bethe (14) and by Gcldha~er and Teller (15) 
who assumed that the nature of the photon nucleus interaction is dipole 
absorption. Their predictions have been s hown to hold quite well 
experimentally (16). 
Most of the work on absolute cres s s ection measurements has been done 
only up to a mmeimum energy of 25 Mev. At hi gher energies thresholds of 
multiparticle emission are reached. :Heasurements of integr a ted cross 
sections by direct particle detection do not correspond to a single type 
of reaction. It becomes necessary to mensure the yield of a radioactive 
species. Since multiparticle reactions often given isotopes of a different 
element from thE:: tarcet nucl eus, chemi cal separations are useful for obtaining 
high specific activities and sometimes in insuring that one desired activity 
is being measured rather t han a composite. Investications of the different 
proces ses occurri ng at enert:;ies hie;her tnan 25 Mev . have been confined 
mostly to measurements of relati ve yields at certain maximum energies. 
Not much is known of the shape of the cross s·ection curves for the 
multiparticle reactions. 
The present work is a measl.J re{Tlent of the relativ~ yield of the (~l,pn) and (T,2n) reactions of Fe54 at a maximum photon energy of 70 
Me-g;. The ('Y, 2n) reaction will produce Fe.?2 ·and t[le ('Y,pn) will produce 
Mn~2 . Both are radioactive isotopes and unstable toward positron 
emission • . The half- life, mas§ and d,ecay .. ~cherile have. been established 
for both Fe52 (17, 18) and Na.?2 (19, 20; 21 ·· 22). Figure l shows the 
relat ed decay schemes of Fe52 and :Mn52. :Mn~2 exists as an isom§ric 
pair. The metastable Mn52m, has a half-life of 21 min. and Mn.?2 a · 
6.0 d. half-life . Fe~2 decays with a 7.8 hr. half-life to Mn52m only. 
Both MnS2 and Mn52m decay to cr52, The relative yield of the isomers 
and of the (Y,p) reaction of Fe57 was also obtai ned. The amount of Fe52 
that was formed by the x-ray irradiation was measured by determining the 
activity of its daughter, Mn52rn, res11lting from its decay. The yields 
reported were compared to N14(Y,n)N13 reaction. By convention this -
yield is . taken as unj_ty . In this work direct compa.rj son to nitrogen · 
was in-corwenient so they were first compared to the Fl9(Y,n)Fl8. yield 
by irradiations of FeSiF6 •6H20. The fluorine to nitrogen ratio has been 
established (23, 24). Table l lists the decay data for the other 
isotopes of interest. 
ruller~ Friedlander and Markowitz (25) ~ecently measured the relative 
yield of Mn~2 and Fe52 in bombardments of Cr~O with 33 Mev . alpha particles. 
The relative forrrk~tion cross section f or }fu52/Ym52m/Fe52 which they reported 
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was 18/8/1. This was in good agreement with the results of 340 Mev. proton 
bombardments of iron reported by Rudstam and coworkers ( 26) who obtained 
the ratios 19/-/l. 
Isotope 
Table 1. Decay data for Fl8 and Mn56 
Type of decay Half-life 
+ 112 min. 
2.6 hr. 
Maximum energy of 
beta-particle (Mev.) 
1.67 
50 percent 2.8. 
30 percent 1.04. 
20 perceri't 0.65 
Some of the trends >vhi ch have been noted in photonuclear reQctions can 
be summarized as follows: The (Y,n) yield increases with atomic number with 
most nucleides possessing a cross section peak in the vicinity of 20 Mev. (8). 
The (Y,p) reaction has a maximum yield at about atomic number 28 and 
decreases with higher atomic numbers (27). The (Y,pn) yields are of the 
same order as the (Y,p) yields. The ('Y,2n) yield i::: smaller by a factor 
of 10 than the ('Y,n) yields at corresponding mass numbers and the ('Y, 2p) 
yield is about 20 times less t han the ('Y,p) yield (23, 28). 
More recently the study of photonuclear reactions ha s been extended 
to proton energies beyond 100 l1ev. Studies from 80 to 320 Mevs. 
indicated a gradual increase in the photo neutron cross section ( 29). 
The high energy photon absorption mechanism is not simply the dipole 
absorption 'which correctly predicts the behavior at lower photon 
energies. At present, it is thought to be an interaction of the photon 
Hith the ·meson field of the nucJ eus (30). With the building of larger 
accelerators more vri ll be leame:i of this comparatively new region. 
(0+) 
(I+) 
0.73 
0.93 
1.46 
C r 52 
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52m 
Mn 
Fe 52 
-------- 7.8 h 
(1+0.6 MEV 
21 min 
<0.05% 
6.0 d 
{1 t 2.66 MEV 
> 99. t% 
Figure 1 
Related decay schmes for Fe52 and Mn52,52m. 
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I NSTRUJ.lliNTS EHPLOYED 
Synchrotron 
All irradiations were made with the Iowa State College synchrotron 
'lvhich has a maximum bremsstrahlung energy of 70 Mev. The samples were 
irradiated in pyrex test tubes about l em. in diameter and 6 em. long. 
This tube was placed in a larger pyrex tube vJhich was carefully aligned 
with the beam by lucite or aluminum holders in a specially constructed 
frame. The beam was monitored by an ion chamber connected to a recording 
milliameter. The irradiations were performed with sufficiently constant 
intensity that corrections for beam fluctuations were ner;ligible. 
Beta-ray Counters 
The radioactivities were counted with an end-window Geiger-Mueller 
counter manufactured by Tracerlab, Inc. The window thickness was l. 9 mg./ 
em. 2. The tube vms mounted in a heavy iron housing to reduce the background 
counting rate and was connected to a sealer unit, manufactured by the 
Nuclear Instrument and Chemical Corporation. The plateau region of the 
tube 1Vas checked occasionally .throughout the course of the work. The 
tube was operated from 100 to 150 volts above threshold, near the center 
of the pl ateau region. 
Spectrophotometer 
Analyses for manganese were performed calorimetrically using the 
Beckman Hodel D. U. Quartz Spectrophotometer. The absorbancy peak for the 
permanganate ion is 525 mp. All measurements were taken at that wave 
length with a slit >-ridth of 0.065 rnm. using 1.000 em. corex cells. A 
cnlibration curve was prepared by reducing different amounts of a standard 
potAssium permanganate solution with hydrogen peroxide and oxidizing the 
manganese back to permanganate with potassium periodate, and then r e cording 
the transmittancy of each sample. The transmittancy for each sample was 
plotted agai nst the concentration on semilog graph paper and a good 
straight line obtained'·over the concentration range 2 to 25 x lo-3 mg. 
Mn/ml. 
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HATERIAIS 
Iron Hetal 
The iron metal used for the irradiations i-ras obtained from A. :D. 
JV.iaclcay, Inc. in the powder from ::mdwas rcported. .to be 99.9 percent 
pure . No analysis fo r impurities t·ras Yrk1.de. 
Preparation of FeSiF6 •6H20 
The preparation of FeSiF5·6H20 was a modification of one by J. J. 
Derzelius (31). A flucsiJJcic acid solu.tion was · prepared hy passine 
silicon tetr.,fluoride eas j_nto -vmter contained in a 2)0 ml. polyethylene 
bottle . The gas 1...ra s eenerated by dropping c oncentrated sulfuric A.cid 
onto a mixture of sodi wn fluoride and finely ground glass or glass v-TOol. 
The silicon tetrafluoride was then passed through a column packed with 
gl ass -vrool and sodium fluoride vlhich would react with any hydrofluoric 
acid which mit>;ht be distilled from the reaction mixture. The gas was 
then allowed to bubble up through mer cury from a polyethylene deli very 
7 
tube into the -v1ater. The reaction >-vas stopped after a flocculent white 
precipitate of hydrous silicon dioxide hAd formed. Hydrofluoric aci.ci was 
adderl rlropv-ri se until the silicon dioxide just dissolved. The fluosilicic 
acid was transferred to a polyet hylene beak er. A sample of the pure 
powdered i r on which t-vas added at this time dissolved upon st;:mding overnight 
at room te1'1perature. The solution was evaporated in a porcelain crucible 
until a crust began to form. After cooling to room temperature, 95 percent 
ethyl al_cohol vras added, cmd the preci pitate filtered with a Buchner 
funnel using suction. It ·uas P.i r dried for several hours and then placed 
in an oven at 95°C. for one hour. The fresh precipitate had a puns;ent 
odor but ::tfter standj_n~: overnight \vas odorless. Two preparA.tions were 
made by this nct!1od . The compound was analyzed for iron by titrating with 
stcmdard potassium permanganate. The first sample contained 18.2 percent 
iron exactly in agreement 'tJith that predicted by the formula . The second 
preparat ion contained 1 7.4 percent iron. 
Other ReaGents 
The tetraprJenylarsonium chloride used fo r the precipitation of MnO[i was 
obtaj_ned from the Each Chemical Comp,<iny of Ames, Ioua. The reazent was 
converted t o the nitrate by pa::cing a solut i on of the chloride through 
Dm-vcx-1 resin in the ni tr::tte cycle. The resu.l ting solution tested free of 
chloride. 
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The manganese carrier solution 1ms prepared f r om rea~ cnt grade m::mgancse (II) 
chloride. It ·Has also converted to the nitrat e by passing through Dm-Jex-1 
re si n . The carrier solution vJas stanclarch zed colorimetri cally according to 
direcUons given by G. F. Smith (32). A standard potassium permnnganate solution 
was prepared by t he procedure r,iven in Diehl and Smith (JJ), usinr; sodium 
oxalate as the primary standard. All other chemicAls and reagents met 
A.C.S. specifications. The chloride i on was carefully excluded f r o'1 .1 all 
r eagen t s to prevent the redv ction of permanganat e durin['; the s eparation 
procedure . 
. •. I 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Irradiations of Iron Metal 
Approxii!k'ttely one gran of iron was irradiat ed for three to six hours 
in each experiment. A sample vras dissolved in approximately 20 ml. of 
12 N sulfuric acid ui th he~tinr;. ImmediRtely the Hn ( No3) 2 carrier solution 
ivas added. The iron (II) 'lvas oxidized to iron (III) by dropwise addition 
of concentrated nitric acid. After coolinG in an ice bath the manzanese 
(II) vw.s oxidized to permanr.;ana-!-,e with one gram of sodium bismuthate . 
The excess oxidant ivas filtered off using a porcelain S'elas crur.ible 
and was Hashed several times v-rith J.N.nitric acid to :·er1ove l1nOi' 
adsor:; ed on the surface of the preclpl tate. To the fll trate wahl added 
15 to 20 ml. of a 0.01 N tetraphenylarsonium nitrate solution. The 
tetraphenylarsonium permDnGanate precipitate formed quickly after a 
slight warming of t he solution. The solution was stirred for about two 
minutes and the precipitate filtered at once onto Whatman No. 50 filter 
paper. 
A measured amount of standard poi i..l 'lsium permang;mate was added to 
the filtrate to precipit ate the exces ~ r,etraphenylnrsonium ion. This 
precipitate was filtered in a Selas crucible ;md saved for analysis. 
The excess permangar.ate 'lvas reduced with a fev.r drops of 30 percent H202. 
To scavenge out any active manganese not removed in the first sample the 
sol ution >vas boiled with sodium peroxydisulfate to precipitate the 
manganese as manganese dioxide. The manganese dioxide was also filtered 
off and saved. Agai n a measured amount of standard potassium permanganate 
solution -vras added, reduced with hydrogen peroxide and oY.idized to manganese 
dioxide with sodium peroxydisulfate. Again, the manganese dioxide was 
filtered off and saved. This scavenging process was usually done three 
or four times. Finally more of the manganese (II) nitrate carrier solution 
was added, the solution boiled to reduce the volume and allowed to stand 
for two or three hours. At this time another rnanr;ane§e separation was 
made by the sod~um bismuthate met hod to obtain the :t-1n~2m formed from 
the de.cay of Fe52. No scavenge was needed a fter this separation since 
the acU vi ty has only a 21 min. half-life. Generally only two separations 
were made in addition to the initial sample. 
Irradiations of FeSiF6 •6H20 
For comparison of the manganese photonuclear yield to the Fl-9(Y,n)y.l8 
yield, samples of 0.6 to l. 7 gr ar.1s of FeSiF6 ·6H20 were irradiated for three 
to six hours. An irradiated s .?mpl e Hns dissolved in water and man~anese 
(II) nitrate carrier s ol ut ion added. The fluorine 't-I<'JS sepnrated by steam 
distillation accord:Lnr, to the directions given by 'vHllard anrl 1t!:_ nters (31,). 
The n uorine was prepared fo r cmmting as the solid P'?ClF accordinG to the 
procedure given by Hoffman and Lundell (35). The manganese was separated 
from the residue of the distilla tion as outlined · in the prevlous section. 
No suhsequent "rnilkinGsn were made because the gompound contains only 
18 .2 percent iron and, therefore, no~ enough Fe 2 is formed to get sufficient 
counting activity of the daughter }fu/2m. 
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Analysis of Samples 
To correct the counting data to give the total amount of manc;anese 
formed it was necessary to analyze all the samples a.nd scavenging 
material to determine the amount of manganese carrier which was recovered 
in the chemical separations. 
The tetraphenylarsonium perm~gan~te - was dissolved from the filter 
paper by v.rashinc; with a warm acid solution containing a fell drops of 
30 percent H2o2• Cnncentr~ted nitriy, and sulfuric aci~s were added. The 
solut~on was evaporated to fumes of sulfuric acid several tir:1es to de::;troy 
the or ganic matter. The final solution was very slic;htly yellow. Then 
the manganese vms determined colorimetrically by oxidizing the manganese 
t o lfuOft with potassium periodate according to the directions given by 
G. F. Smith ·(32). The manganese dioxide precipitates were also dissolved 
with acidic hydrogen peroxide and the manganese determined colorimetrically. 
The amount of fluorine in the precipitate was obtained from the wei ght 
of the PbClF. This is. a stoichiometric compound used for the gravimetric 
determination of fluorine (35). 
. • ' -.·· .. 
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COUNTING PROCEDURES 
Hounting of Samples 
Counting samples were prepared by filt ering the precipi tatcs onto 
a vl'eighed filter paper disc held to a sinter ed Glass filter by a glass 2 
chimney. The precipitates were evenly distributed over an area of 5.3 em • 
The precipitates were was hed , dried in the oven for a few minutes, coolFd 
to room temperature and weighed. The PbClF >vas washed with water, alcohol 
and ether. Because of its solubility in alcohol, the tetraphenylarsonium 
permanganate was washed with 1-rater and ether only. 
The counter tube inside the iron housing >vas mounted over a luci te 
frame constructed to hold an aluminum plate at selected distances from 
the 1-rindov1 of the tube. The filter paper disc holdine; the precipitate 
was mounted on cardboard, covered with cellophane and taped to the 
aluminum plate in such a manner as to ali.gn the sample directly under 
the counter tube window. In this -vmy the samples were held riGid while 
counting and were counted under the same geometry each time. 
The samples could be counted at fo ur shelf positions. The distance 
from the surface of the sample to the windmv of the tube for the first, 
s econd, and third shelves ••as 6 mm., 22mm., and 38 mm. respectively. 
Correction of. Counting Data 
.21J.mwal t (36) us ed the followine expression r elatinG t he observed 
acti V.L ty to the actual number of dis:i.nter:;r ations. 
where 
( c/min.) = net beta-particle countinr; rate corrected 
for counting loss and background; 
(d/min.) = disintegration rate; 
G = geometry factor; 
· fw = factor for the absorption by the windo-vr of 
the counter tube and the air between the 
source and the window; 
fa= factor for the scatterine; of the beta-
particles by the air; 
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fb = factor for t he effect of backscattering 
of the material supporting the source; 
fh = factor for the effect of the source support 
structure and walls of the housing in 
scat tering; 
fs = factor for self-absorption and self-scattering 
in the source itself. 
Zumwalt has shown that f and fh . are very ne .:1rly eq'.lal to unity for 
a wide range of beta ene~cies 1J Slng an experimental set up similar to 
that used in this work. The factor for the absorption by the air and 
window of the tube was calculated from the empirical relation he 
suggests. 
where 
x = average t hi ckness of the counter window plus the 
air between the source and window in (me./ em. 2); 
k = the absorption coefficient in cm.2/mg. determined 
from the aluminum absorption curve; 
k 1 = one half the derivative of the slope of the 
absorption curve. 
The quantity, x, was calculated from the geometry by the follm.;ing 
relat ion. 
ln( 1/Cos (3 )~ • 
X= , 
l - Cos(Y 
where ~ is the perpendicular t lJ ickness of the air and the window and, 
~' the angle whose tangent is t:;iven by the radius of the tube divided 
by t he perpendiculAr distance. The radi us of the tube was 1.37 ern. 
The density of air, taken to be 1.18 rng ./em. 2, multiplied by the 
perpendicul r1r distance from the source to the window of the tul' e gives 
the air thickness. The window thickness (1. 9 mg./cm.2) plus the air 
thickness is ~· One millimeter was added to the measured perpendicular 
distance due to the bowing of the window of the tube. The values of 
Fw for various energies at different distances from the window are 
tabulated in Table 2. 
Shelf 1 
distance to 
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Table 2 
Correction factors for the absorption by air and lvindow 
for beta-particles of various energies 
Activity }'T..,_qximum 
enerey (Mev.) X k k' 
rl31 0.6 3.67 o.ol.u 0.00098 
A 19P. u .. 1.0 3.67 0.026 o.oooL1h 
tube= 5 mm. Pn234 2.3 3.67 0.005 
13 
1.180 
1.107 
1.020 
---------------------------------------
Shel f 2 1131 0.6 4.82 0.041 0.00098 1.2411 
distance to Aul98 1.0 4. 82 0.026 0.000114 1.143 
tu1J e = 22 mm. Fa234 2.3 4.82 o.oo5 1.024 
Shelf 3 1131 0.6 6 .72 O.OL1l 0. 00098 1.365 
dist.1.nce to Aul912 1. 0 6 . 72 0.026 o. ooolil+ 1.211 
t ube= 3C l. !l t1. p0_234 2.3 6.72 0.005 1.034 
-- ---· -- --- --
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The values of k and k 1 usee nrc those C:ct.crr:--Li.ncd b:r Zurmm.l t for acti.vi ties 
havi n:::; D._;)proxh;:OJtely the S.':'J tc v.::..:cirmp bct<'.- ~',"Tticlc cncr[;ies D.:=: !.he isotopes 
1wcd in this -vmr~b The act"L vi t ics }:e used are listed i ~1 col',:mn +;v.ro of "':.he. 
t.sb1c . Since 1-in:J has t~1rcc maximum be!·,a- po_rticl c energies . the cprrcction 
f.J.ctor usc:d u~ s a v:ei;~hted :wcra~; c of ther-gi'lc·to:r:io calcnl ·<"ltccf' f'FcSt.1; Zun.'ol t 1 s 
data . The cor:·ection factors uscc1 for Hn' , 1'J.1~2 - and FliJ are listed in 
T:=tb l c 3. 
The factor for self-scatterin:;>; in the s o11 rce ond f'o r b;.,ckscntt.erin2" -vms 
obtained from r; rapln: p r epared by E~t (~lckeimcr :md cmv-orkcr~ ( 37). They ~re 
reproduced in Figure 2. The points in c 1rve I are the first shelf vo.l ues 
cletermined for the 0 .60 I1ev • . bete- particle of [3 d. rl3l and 1Jerc used to 
correct t he countinc do.ta of Fl8 and Hn52. Curve II is for i..hc first 
shelf o.nd ct·crve II I for the second ancl t hird shel" es. Curves IV, V and Vr 
are the vJeichted aver age of the vnlues from t he curves for a 0 . 60 Hev . 
(Il31), a 2.3 ~1ev. (Y90 ), and c: l.l Mev. ( B210) betel-particles. These vrere 
used to correct t he :tvm56 c01mtinr, data . Curves IV, V, VI refer to thr 
first, s econd, and third [,helves resp€cUvely. 
Shelf 
l 
2 
3 
TA.ble 3 
Correction fa ci..o rs for ~he a1 sgrption b:l( 
air and v:inclmv for I1n;)2m Nn:;>b and FHI 
' 
--------~ - -
Nn52m Hn56 Fl8 
1. 0 20 l.07E3 1.180 
l. 02L;. 1.102 1.244 
1.034 1.1)3 1.365 
\rJhen the countinG r nte 1.vas mul tiplicd by the orclin:>te f:=wtor for 
shelves t1-m and three it f!.<lVe the counting rate CJ S though the S::!.mple was 
a vJeightless source with no backing C1 nd 1-Ji th no cellophan e cov erine; . The 
curve f or the first shelf fr.~c: or gave the ratio of the counting r<'1te to the 
r a te of a vJeir;htl ess source with no backing and covered 1orit.h cellophane . 
The effect of the cgllophane was deterrd ned and was f ound to decrease the 
counting r Clte of FL by 10 percent Pnd of Mn56 by 5 percent. The nhsorption 
of the 2. 6 Mev . beta--particle of Hn52m by cellophane was assumed to 'l:l e 
negligible . 
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Figure 2 
Self-absorption and self-scatter correction factor as a function of sample thickness. Reproduced 
from Englekeimer ~ al. (37) 
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To avoid undue countinr; loss because of the dead time of the counter 
tube ·Hhen the counting rate of a sample vJas high, the SAmple was counted 
on a lm·Jer shelf. To compare activities of samples on different shelves it 
\'lfilS necessn.ry to determ ine the shelf r;;tio for the various i sotopes.. .For 
exampl e , the first mancanese sampl e of an experim8nt usually had?- high ' 
specific activity and vms count ed on Ute second or third shelf. The later 
separntions vrere usu 3lly of low specific activity and had to be ro_unted on 
the fir::;t shelf to get r; ood statictical counting data . Since it was 
necessary to co~~are th~ activities under the same geometry the data of ~~he first 
sai'1plc had to be cor rected to the first shelf. The shelf r .'l tios for Ym.::.> 
were determined by countinc a sample of moder ate activity on cll three 
shelves. The quoti~nt of any hvo activities gave the ::>helf ratio. Since 
the half-life of Nn.:J2m is only 21 m:Ln., it was not possible to c; et an · 
accurate measure of t he shelf r atio. To obtain this ratio, sa..'llples of y90 
ivhich has a maximum beta-particle energy of 2.3 Mev., were prepared and 
counted on all three shcl ves. The trace y90 vras carried with La2 ( C204) y 
9H20 and the samples mounted as previously described. The shelf ratios 
were independent of sample t hi ckness fo r the range 2 to 1) mg./cm. 2 • 
Table !1 c;i ves the shelf r atios used for the mnnr;anese isotopes. 
Table 4 
Shelf r atio values for the two beta - particle energies 
Shelf r a tio Mn56 y90 
1:3 0.192 t .oo4 0.173 ± .002 
1:2 0.381 ! . .004 0 .362 t . 003 
2:3 0.)01 t .on o . L178 ! .007 
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RESULTS A~~ DISC USSION 
Calculation of Yield Ratios 
The counting rates of the samples were plotted against the time on 
semilog graph paper. Typical de c11y curves of each of the activities are 
shown in Figures 3, · 4 and 5. Figure 3 is the decay of th.e first !Tl8.nganese 
sample from an irradiated iron tArget Which ShOWS the three components. 
The 6.0 d. activity was usually very small. The counting rates of the 
res olved fractions were extrapolated to the time of the separation which was 
taken at the f.1.idpoint of the filtra.t.i.on of the tetraphenylarsoni11m perman!San11te. 
Figure 4 is the decay curve for a Hn52m fraction wh:Lch vms 11 rnilked 11 from 
a sample of Fe52 some hours after the j_ni tic::.l manganese separation. The 
2.6 hr. r-m56 could not be detected in t his sample. In some cases the 
scavanging of the solution after the first separation was not complete and 
a low intensity 2.6 hr. 11 ta~l 11 due to the residual Mn56 was noted. Fie;ure 
5 is t he decay curve for Fl from an irradiation of FeSiF6•6H20. 
The amount of Nn5'2m and Fe52 formed during a steady intensity i rradiation 
of an iron smnple can b e comp1.1 ted by the application of the decay lm-1 for 
radioactive species. Let 
R = rate o.f; forrnRtion 
N = the number of atoms 
A= the activity in disintegrations/min. 
A = ln 2/t!, the decay constant 
-.: = lene;th of irradiation 
t = lene;th of time from the end of the irradiation 
to the time of separation. 
Subscript l refers to Fe52. Subscripts 2a and 2b refer to Ym52m formed 
directly by the (y,pn) process and that formed from the decay of Fe52 
respectively. Superscript, o, denotes the quantity at the end of the 
irradiation. 
The amount of y;n52m present at any tirne durinG the irradiation which ~ras 
formed directly by the ('l,pn) reaction is c;i vcn by 
dN2a = R2 - ~N2a. (ft 
The activity of such Ym52m at the end of the irradiation, then, is 
( - ).. '1"" ) R2 1 - e 2 • 
(1) 
(2) 
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Decay curve of the first manganese fraction from a 240 minute 
irradiation of iron metal 
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Figure 4 
Decay curve for the second manganese fraction from a 240, minute 
irradiation of iron metal 
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Figure 5 
Fluorine fraction from a 173 minute irradiation of FeSiF6•6H20 
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For any ti me, t , after the irradiation 
(J) 
The :tviri.52m present at any time during the irra~iation from the decay of Fe.52 
is dependent upon the rate of formation of Fe~2 and its decay, or 
(4) 
(.5) 
The quantity A~b is obtained by simultaneous solution of equations 
(h) and (5). E}uation (h) yields, upon in-:.e;::: r ation between 0 and '1'-" • 
(6) 
Substitution of the value for N1 into equation (5) ancl its integration bet\-Jeen 
0 and I gives 
(l - ) 
NovJ it is desired to compu te the amount of Ym52m present at any time, 
t, nfter the irradiation. The amol)nt of Fe52 present at time t is 
0 )\.lt I~= N1 e- • 
From equation (6) 
The N2b (5) and 
is obtained by substitutine; for ~J1 from equation (9) into 
inter,ratinc the resulting differential equat · m from 0 to 
?-1-' ~ ?\~ 
N2b = Rl(l - e 1 )e ~.,/ Rl(l - e- 1 )e-/1.2.1: lt2 - itl ;x:: 2 - :X 1 
(8) 
(9) 
equation 
t. Then 
(10) 
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To t his must be added the amount of ~fn52m present at time, t, which was 
formed fro m the decay of iron during the irradiation. This is given by 
the expression in equation ( 7), multiplied by e- A 2-&. Combination of 
equations (7) and (10) eives 
Rl(e- /ll?-' 
;A.. 2?-
-e- ) ;t 2e- ,A.2;t 
/12 ;1:1 
R1(1 - e-
/lll'-" . 
) /l2e - /l t: 2 • 
7l2 i\1 
(11) 
The S}?mmation nf A2a and A2b (equations (3) and (11)) ei ves the total acti vity 
of Hn;;2m which is present in the first sample at the time of the first 
separation if complete chemical recovery is achieved. 
The mancanese activity in a later sample was formed by the decay of 
Fe52 during the time t 1 < t< t 1 1 • (The sinele prime indicates the time of 
the first separation, the double prime the second, etc.) Solut i on of 
equations ( 9) and (5) betvJeen the times t 1 and t 1 1 yields 
r=- j\ tl I L 1 - e- .1\lr/ e- /\2(t 1 1 - t 1D. (12) 
Since t' 1 - t 1 was large in these experiments the last term in the 
brackets was almost zero and could be dropped. Thus 
Rl(l - e- /l-17'- ) /L2e - ~'tt 1 1 
i\.2 - ltl 
• 
(13) 
It can be seen that the desired ratio R2/R1 can be obtained from the ratio 
A2(t')/A2(t 1 1 ). The raw counting data of the two samples were corrected to 
the same shelf and corrected for chemical recovery. All th~ counting rates 
for obtaining the above ratio were compared on the first s helf. In this 
instance the factors, Fs and F. , cancel. As can be seen from Figure 1 the 
correction factor, Fs, for ~1n5~m counted on the first shelf is independent 
of sample thickness. The geometry factor, G, cancels in all cases for which 
the activities are compared on the same shelf. This factor is independent 
of the beta-particle energy (33). The corrected counting data was t hen 
equated to the above equations, the proper values substituted into the 
equation and the yield ratio computed. 
~ 
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A similar procedure wa~ foll ovJed for determining all the other r atios. 
The yields of the 6 .0 d. Nn:J 2 and the 2.6 hr. 11r1S6 were compared to the 
Hn52m yield by comparing their acti vities to .Hn52m at the time of the first 
separation. The analytical expressions for the activities of Ym52 and Hn56 
at time t 1 were ci ven by expressions sinrilar to equation (3) using the 
appropriate rate and decay constants. The value of R1 in t erms of Rz, 
obtained in the f irst calculation, was substituted into equation (ll) . 
Then the total Hn52m activity could be expressed in terms of E1 only . 
The observed activities uere corrected to the proper shelf and mul tiplied 
by the appropriate factot;9 f or self-scatter and abso r ption by air and 
uindovJ. The Fe57(Y,p) Jv'm.7b yield was then compared to the Fl;I(Y,n)Fl8 
yield in a similar manner. 
The data of all the experiments and the various correction factors used 
are included in Table 5 . Table 6 e;ives a summary of the results of the 
calculations . The deviations civen in Tabl e 6 are the mean deviations of 
s everal determ:Lnations . The yields of Fe52, }m52 and JVm52m reported are 
on the basis ofc'the accepted value ~f 5 . 9 percent, for the isotopic 
abundance of Fe./2. The yield of }fu./6 was computed as though it was all 
formed from Fe57, a 2.20 percent isotope. It should be reco~nized that 
there must be a contribution fr9m the (~pn} reaction of Fe5 , a 0 .33 percent 
isotope. The Fl9(~n)Fl8 to Nl4(~n) N13 ratio for 50 70 and 100 Mev 
gamma-ray energies has been reported as 2.8. The Fe57(~p)Ym56 to Nl4(~n)Nl3 
ratio was then 9 .2. By multiplication of appropriate ratios all the reactions 
investigated were compared to the nitrogen yield. The values obtained are 
listed in Table 7. 
Discussion 
To compare the results of this 1.vork with those of Mi~ler et al. (17) 
the rel~tive formation crQSS sections were compared to Fe:J2. Theratio 
Mn52jHn./2mjFe52 became approxjmately 8/19/1 , which is contrasted to their 
value of 18/8/l. The total yield of the isomeric pair is comparable but the 
relative yields are r eversed . Accordine; to the statistical ti1eory of the 
compound nucleus,the cross section ratio for the f ormation of an isomeric 
pair is given by 
where c is t he cross section and I, the spin value of the nucleus. Sub-
script l refers to the metastabl e state and subscript 2 to the ground state. 
The spin value of Mn52 is 5 and of Mn52m is l. On this basis the ratio 
should be 11:3 in favo.,.. of the gr ound stat e . The ratio obtained by l"Iiller 
and coworkers agrees well with this value. The results of the present work 
are in agreement with the rather general observation that low energy photo-
nucl ear reactions tend to give the isomer with the least spin change. A 
photon absorbed by a nucleus in a dipole interaction gives a spin change 
Table 5. Experimental data and correction factors used for the calculation 
of the yield ratios 
Length of Activity 
irradiation measured 
(minutes) 
250 
1 g. Fe 
Mn52m 
Mn52 
Mn56 
Mn.52m 
Mn52m 
Time after Sample 
irradiation thickness 
(minutes) (mg./cm.2) 
47 
420 
725 
6.1 
16 .. 8 -
8.7 
Recovery of 
manganese 
(percent) 
39 .. 5 
16.7 
15.1 
Observed Shelf 
activitya no. 
(cts./min.) 
1300 2 
1 
27 1 
2200 2 
135 1 
74 :1 
F5 Fw 
0.81 1.024 
0.85 1.020 
0.94 1.180 
0.89 1.102 
----------------- -.----------...;..----------------------
240 Mn52m 31 7.1 75.4 4300 .3 o.8o 1.034 
1 g. Fe Mn52 29 3 0.90 1.365 
Mn56 4400 J 0.76 1.153 
Mn52m 414 9.8 66.2 635 1 
Mn52m 801 10.1 88.0 440 1 
---------------------------------------------------
390 Jm52m 30 5.3 40.1 2200 J 0.81 1.034 
1 g. Fe 1 0.85 1.020 
Mn52 108 1 0.95 1.180 
Mn56 3150 3 0.89 1.153 
Mn52m 3'85 10.3 62.7 680 . 1 
:rm52m 755 9.7 57.3 275 1" Mn52m 1305 13.6 71.2 220 1 
Mn52m 1550 13.8 ·69.5 136 1 
- - - ---- - - - - --- --- - - -- - - -- .... -- --- -- - -- - -- --- -- - --- - - --
222 
1 g. Fe 
Mn52m 
Mn56 
Mn52m 
4o 
26o 
acorrected for background 
5.3 
6.5 
- 64.6 
30.4 
2250 
3150. 
. 65 
2 
2 
2 
0.81 . 1.024 
0.85 1.102 
(. 
1\) 
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H 
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() 
I 
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Table 5. (Continued) 
Length of Activity Time after Sample Recovery of Observed Shelf Fs Fw 
irradiation measured irradiation thickness manganese activitya no. 
(minutes) (minutes) (mg./cm.2) (percent) (cts./min.) 
213 Mn52m 35 10.1 3350 J 0.79 1.034 
1 g. Fe 
Mn52 
1 0.85 1.020 
96 1 0.92 1.180 
Mn56 4900 3 0.78 1.153 
---------------------------------------------------
240 
1 &• Fe 
240 
1 g. Fe 
173! 
1. 7516 g. 
FeSiF6· 6H20 
24o 
1.3752 g. 
FeSiF6• 6H20 
Mn52m 
Mn56 
Mn52m 
Mn56 
Mn56 
·r~8 
Mn56 
F18 
33 
35 
0 
0 
0 
QJ 
9~9 
6.4 
6.1 
24.1 
10.0 
20.8 
37 .. 1 
79.3 
9300 
9900 
1500 
2300 
3600 
4500 
4200 
7000 
1 
2 
1 
2C 
1 
1 
0.81 1.020 
0.98 1.078 
0.81 1.024 
0 .. 82 1.102 
0.98 l.l32b 
1.1 1.298 
0.98 1 .. 132 
1.1 1.298 
hThe cellophane absorption factors, 1.10 for F18 and 1.05 for 1m56~ have been included in the 
value of Fw• 
CTo correct to the first shelf, multiply by 2.6, the 2tl shelf ratio for Fl8. 
1\l 
V\ 
H 
Cll 
(') 
I 
-.1 
"' o-
Table 5. (Continued) 
Length of Activity Time after Sample Recovery of Observed Shelf Fs Fw 
irradiation measured irradiation thickness manganese activitya no. 
(minutes) - (miziutes) (mg./cm.2) (percent) (cts./min.) 
240 Mn56 0 10..5· - 94 .. 7 . 9000 1 0.98 1.132 
1.-5290 g. F18 0 6.5 4800 1 0.92 1.298 
FeSiF6• 6H20 
--------------------- _,.,------- - -~-------------------­
' 
245 Mn56 0 
0.6316 g. F18 0 
FeSiF6 • 6H20 · / 
8.8 
4.6 
67.6 1410 
1200 
1-
1 
0.98 1.132 
0.95 1.298 
----------------- ~ ------~~~---------~--------------
240 
0.8329 g. 
FeSiF6• 6H20 
Mn5~ 0 11.1 92.0 - 1900 
F1 0 12.6 -- .. - -2700 -
1 __ 
1 
0.98 1.132 
0.98 1.~98 
r' 
1\) 
~ 
~ 
Cl 
I 
-.J 
!\) 
~ 
-" 
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Table 6 
Relative yield ratios for four photonuclear reactions 
Reactions compared Yield ratio per 
target atom 
Fe54(Y,pn}Mn52m 
18.6 ± 2.9 Fe54(Y,2n):Fe52 7 detns. 
Fe54(Y,pn)Mn52m 
Fe54(r,pn)Mn52 2.2 t 0.3 4 de~ns. 
Fe54(Y,pn}Mn52m 
0.42 t .04 6 detns . Fe57 (Y,p)Mn56 
Fe57(Y,p)Mn56 
Fl9(Y,n)Fl8 3.3 -t 0.3 $ detns. 
Table 7 
Photonuclear yields on the basis of w4(Y,n)Nl3 = 1 
\ 
Reaction 
Fe54(Y,pn) Mn52m 
:Fe54(-Y,pn)Mn52 
Fe54( 'Y, 2n) Fe52 
Fe57 (Y,p)1"m56 
Yield 
3.9 
1.8 
0.21 
9.2 
27 
28 ISC-726 
of one and the emitted particle leaves, in the case of low energies, vrith 
only its spin anGular momentum. Thecresult is a small spin change between 
target and product nuclei. Since Fe~4 is an even-even isotope its spin 
number is z~ro and the product GivinG the leGst spin change, of the isomeric 
pair, is J1n.::>2m. Of course, this do cs not explain the larGe difference between 
the (Y,pn) and ('Y').2n) yie].ds. There are three factors which have cniD.fluence upon 
t he yields of NrS~ and Fe52. First, the threshold of -+: he (Y,pn) or (r,d) 
reaction Given by the mass changes is lower than for the (7, 2n) process. 
Despite the coulomb barrier to the proton (or deutron} there will be a low 
energy tail of the ('Y ,pn) cross section curve below the threshold energy 
of the (r, 2n) reaction. Secondly since the interaction of the photon with 
the nucleus drops rapidly beyond the "resonance" peak a lo-vrer cross section 
peak for the (1,2n) process may result. Finally, the shape of the Schiff 
spectrum for the photon bremstrahlung, in which intensities fall rapidly 
with energy, may cause the hig~er yield of the (''Y,pn) process . 
The large yield of Mrr52 obtained by Miller et al. was explai ned in 
terms of the compound nucleus. According to thestatistical model the 
excited nucleus will decay to the residual nucleus having the highest 
level density. The fact that the prob ability of losing a neutron and a 
proton is so large gompared to that of losing two neutrons indicates a 
level density of Hn~2 larger than Fe52 at a given excitation above the 
ground state. But in view of the fact that there is such little informa tion 
available regarding the level densities of nuclei and concerning the details 
of the photonuclear cross sections, no definite conclusion can be made with 
resp ect to the validity of the statistical model interpretation of the results 
without further experimental work. It was not feasable to attempt a detailed 
cross section measurement for those photonuclear reactions because of the 
low intensities of the radioactive species which were obtained. 
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